
 

c/o Canadian Association of the Deaf-Association des Sourds du Canada (CAD-ASC) 
251 Bank Street, Suite 606, Ottawa, ON K2P 1X3 

www.deafwireless.ca 
E-Mail: lisa@deafwireless.ca 
Twitter: @DeafWirelessCAN 

 
To: Adam Balkovec, Legal Counsel, CRTC 

cc. Lynda Roy, CRTC 
 

On February 6th, 2017 the CRTC requested input for the Wireless Code public form, with submissions 
due on February 20th, 2017. The DWCC met this deadline and provided responses in two forms: written 
and short American Sign Language (ASL) or Langue des signes québécoise (LSQ) videos. The reason 
some responses were provided in video format was to allow deaf individuals to respond in their native 
language, ASL or LSQ and subsequently express all their comments and concerns without a language 
barrier. 

Subsequently, on February 21st, 2017 the CRTC requested the DWCC to translate the ASL videos into 
English and provide written transcripts of the responses by February 27th 2017.  

Given the extremely short notice, other deadlines, and nature of the task, the DWCC was unable to meet 
the February 27th, 2017 deadline and was forced to spend a significant amount of time outside of normal 
working hours to produce the transcripts. The DWCC will request reimbursement for the hours at a later 
date with its costs application for this proceeding. 

As with any form of translation from one language into another, the exact likeness cannot be transcribed 
perfectly and some details may be omitted during the process. The DWCC has made all reasonable 
efforts to insure the core message from the original respondents remained intact though the translation 
process. If further clarification is required, the DWCC can assist as needed. 

 

Yours Truly, 

 
Lisa Anderson-Kellett  
Chair-Consultant 
DWCC 

 

http://www.deafwireless.ca/
mailto:lisa@deafwireless.ca


American Sign Language to English translation transcripts for phase two of the CRTC TNC 2016-293 
public online forum, ending February 20, 2017. 

Please note, the CRTC assumed that all of the videos submitted originated from members of the DWCC 
Committee, and it needs to be clarified that this was not so. A number of these videos were general 
members of the Canadian Deaf community who needed assistance in posting their videos, due to not 
having YouTube accounts of their own, hence using the DWCC Youtube account for their videos. 

Order of Sign Language to English transcripts are as follows: 

1. Betty MacDonald 
2. Brian Foran 
3. Darryl Hackett 
4. Darrell Siebring 
5. Devin Currie 
6. Eileen Edinger 
7. Guennadi Kamaev 
8. Lisa Anderson-Kellett 
9. Michael J. Stewart 
10. Nataly Malka 
11. Tatiana Kamaeva 
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Betty MacDonald’s public forum commentary transcript (ASL Video). 

Video Start 

0.00 - 0.08: Hello, my name is Betty MacDonald, and I’m from Nova Scotia.  

0.09 - 0.23: Regarding the CRTC and the Wireless Code, I am a wireless phone user for both work and 
personal purposes. My work with deaf clients requires the use of frequent video calling. 

0.24 - 0.36: Sometimes I’m out, and a deaf client needs to contact me through a video call, but I can’t. I 
need to ignore or block the call and wait until I’m connected to wifi.  

0.37 - 0.45: If I answered the call from my client without being connected to wifi, my data usage would 
skyrocket. This is why I feel frustrated. 

0.46 - 1.03: Sometime when I enter a location that offers wifi, and am able to make a video call, the 
video picture is of poor quality, so I try my best to communicate. 

1.04 - 1.16: This is why it’s important to communicate the frustration of video calling, and worrying 
about data overage. It gets expensive.  

1.17 - 1.44: Also, I use Glide, Skype, FaceTime, CanVRS, VooVoo. These are a few of the different 
programs I use for video calling. I also forgot one more: Facebook Messenger, as I use that for video 
calling too. 

1.45 - 2.00: If I use these programs for video calling, my data usage will go too high, and becomes too 
costly. Instead, I have to be careful, and seek locations with wifi, to use wifi only.  

2.01 - 2.08: Sometimes people need to contact me in an emergency and they have to wait, because I 
don’t realize their calling is an emergency. It becomes frustrating, not only for me but for my clients. 

2.09 - 2.25: Communication is important for us deaf, it doesn’t matter if it’s for work or personal usage. 
Still, in an emergency, it’s important to have communication through video calling. Clients become 
frustrated with me, because they have to wait until I find a location with wifi, and give up. 

2.26 - 2.37: It’s important to me, and I feel we should have equal access to communication, especially 
for people who use it for work too, data overage can occur too easily. 

2.38 - 2.56: Also, for my personal usage, I still rely on wifi connections, to attempt to manage data. I am 
with Rogers and use too much data. I try to minimize my use but cannot. Cannot. 

2.57 - 3.33: Now I have 7 GB and can’t reduce the amount of data to 4 GB because of my contract. I feel 
that it’s not fair! I should be able to reduce my data amount! I have a family plan, my husband and I are 
on it, but I still get billed for 7 GB and I feel it is not fair, they should be able to reduce it to - I feel - 4 
GB. They tell me they can’t because of a two year term contract. 
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https://youtu.be/-M5Tq6Ox0Tk


3.34 - 3.41: I don’t understand their process, and the way contracts are managed, but feel it is not fair. It 
should be explained more clearly. 

3.42 - 4.04: That’s one point of my frustration: data management. It’s frustrating and not fair. The 
reason why is that it follows a contract, and the contract should be explained clear, so we know why. 
Data plans should include room for video calling. Visual communication is important. 

4.05 - 4.14: Also, if I’m texting with deaf clients, it can cause a lot of misunderstandings, we should be 
able to avoid misunderstandings, it’s important to the community. 

4.15 - 4.40: I feel - my data usage is high. One time I experienced bill shock, I got a (shocked 
expression) bill charging too much money. After communicating back and forth, finally it was reduced. 
But still, involving video calling, it’s a vital communication necessity for our wireless use. 

4.41 - 4.51: I hope you consider where my concerns are coming from concerning data plans. Thank you 
for watching. 

Video End 
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Brian Foran’s public forum commentary transcript (ASL Video). 

Video Start 

0.00 - 0.10: Hello, my name is Brian Foran, I’m from Halifax, Nova Scotia. I have a wireless cell phone.  

0.11 - 0.20: I’m constantly going over my data cap, and charged additional fees, it becomes expensive. 
What’s going on? I can’t afford that! 

0.21 - 0.30: It’s not enough data for me and doesn’t fit my needs. With a limited budget, I can’t afford to 
increase my data allowance and pay for more data. Whew. 

0.31 - 0.40: My wife is deaf. My parents are deaf. I need to be able to call my parents through Glide, 
through Skype, through FaceTime. We use FaceTime frequently for our calling needs.  

0.41 - 0.53: I constantly look for wifi, this can be a real challenge. Hearing people have voice plans, 
which allows them to make voice calls at any moment. 

0.54 - 1.00: Sometimes I have no data left, which means I cannot use VRS to call a hearing person. I’m 
stuck.  

(Frustratedly shakes head) 

1.01 - 1.16: What do I do? I have to ask my daughter, who is 10, to make a phone call and pass my 
message for me. My daughter makes the call for me (mimicks talking on phone), and when I ask what 
was said, she replies, “okay”. 

1.17 - 1.30: What? That’s not enough information, from my daughter! I don’t know… I can’t depend on 
my kid to make phone calls for me. I want to be INDEPENDENT, I need more affordable, reasonable 
priced plans for data.  

1.31 - 1.36: What’s the voice on my phone for? I don’t use it! I want to remove the voice portion and 
replace it with additional data. I’m told, “no, can’t. There’s a limit”.  

(frustrated sigh) 

1.40: It’s not fair.  

(shakes head slightly)  

1.44: Please help. 

Video End 
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https://youtu.be/FrimE5R3FpU


Darryl Hackett’s public forum commentary transcript as provided by Mr. Hackett 
(ASL Video). 

Hello CRTC Commissioners, 

As a Deaf person living in Ottawa, Ontario, I am writing this e-mail to make my final comments on 
CRTC TNC no. 2016-293 Wireless Code in a few next paragraphs. 

Since my monthly data plan with Telus were often overran, I decided to upgrade the plan to 6 GB for 
$85 plus taxes per month a few months ago. I hoped it would help me keep the cost under control for a 
while; however, it failed me to control it at all. My new data plan has been overran along with extra cost 
for a few months and it has been frustrating to me. 

The best solution to the issues about the data plan and costs for Deaf people are unlimited data plans at 
flat rate. Recently several major American mobile companies such as Verizon, T-Mobile, and AT&T 
started offering unlimited data plan (22 to 28 gb) for 80-100 US Dollar a month. I strongly encourage 
you to request and/or order Bell Canada, Telus and Rogers Wireless to adopt and follow their American 
counterparts' data plan for Deaf and Hard of Hearing people in Canada. 

In addition, I strongly urge you to consider the expansion of LTE network coverage into suburban and 
rural areas across Canada because LTE network coverage helps the quality of video and the smoothness 
of video feed where are commonly and importantly used in Video Relay Service and video conferences, 
significantly for Deaf and Hard of Hearing people. 

Thank you for your attention and time. 

Darryl J. Hackett 
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https://youtu.be/3ioVaoinOIE


Darrell Siebring’s public forum commentary transcript (ASL Video). 

Video Start 

0.00 - 0.52: Hello, I’m Darrell Siebring. I’m deaf, use an iPhone and an iPad for communication 
purposes. For the Wireless Code specifically, I want an unlimited data plan with everything included; 
text, video calls, FaceTime, Glide, any application that relates to video . Unlimited data, period. 

0.53 - 1.11: The primary language I use daily is ASL, which means I prefer the use of sign language for 
all  calls, again - unlimited. 

1.12 - 1.26: For deaf, contracts should state, “data usage: unlimited”. That’s what it should say. 

1.27 - 2.12: That also includes sending and receiving text messages, with zero 2-year plans on new 
phones, period. Activation fee can remain the same, but the unlocking fee and voice plans should be 
removed. In addition, unlimited data. 9-1-1 could remain the same, with the addition of Text 9-1-1 for 
the deaf. 

2.13 -2.23: A user should not be required to show identification as a deaf or hard of hearing person, at 
all. They should automatically be eligible for a deaf plan. That’s it. 

2.24 - 2.49: Again, I’m deaf. My first language is American Sign Language. I prefer that  language for 
all  calls, meaning I require video calls. It’s as simple as that. Unlimited  data use. 

(nods head) 

2.49: Thank you. 

Video End 
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Devin Currie’s ’s public forum commentary transcript, as provided by Mr. Currie. 

DWCC's post on CRTC's online discussion forum here. 

Link: YouTube 

Hello my name is Devin Currie and I am Deaf. This topic is about CRTC's TNC 2016-293 "Review of 
the Wireless Code" in Canada. 

Our current mobile data plan in Canada does not meet my need to freely communicate with others using 
sign language via video communication. I am frustrated that hearing people can easily talk on their 
mobile phone anywhere, anytime and I do not have the freedom to do the same. Oftentimes I am limited 
to texting or need to look for WiFi hotspots to communicate in sign language. 

There are several factors when looking for public WiFi, namely not always knowing where I can find it, 
and even when I do find it the connection is often not reliable. Video quality is generally poor due to 
sharing access with many people in the same room, or often a password blocks my ability to easily 
connect to a WiFi network. 

Sometimes I will use my data plan, which often runs close to my monthly limit, and there ends up not 
being much data left due to the fact that video eats up a lot of data. If I go over the limit, I get charged 
for it. LTE offers great speed and quality video connection but with the 2 GB cap, it is far too low and 
does not meet my needs. I usually communicate using video apps such as Skype, FaceTime, VRS 
(Video Relay Services), VRI (Video Remote Interpreting), Glide, and IM (Instant Messaging) apps with 
video features such as Facebook and WhatsApp. If I am not careful with data usage, my bill would be 
expensive due to overuse charges, which is about $15 for every one additional GB on top of my 2 GB 
plan. I feel that it is not fair to penalize Deaf people for communicating in sign language. We need an 
unlimited data plan that will allow all to have clear and quality video communication anytime, 
anywhere, without throttling. Please support our right to communication access at a price that is 
affordable to all. Thank you. 

Regards, 

Devin Currie 

Chief Executive Officer 
Maple Communications 
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http://consultation.crtc.gc.ca/en/comment/361#comment-361
https://youtu.be/b9e4A6dfKUc


Eileen Edinger’s public forum commentary transcript as provided by Ms. Edinger 
(ASL Video). 

 

Hi, my name is Eileen. I want to share with you all, my story. First, yes, I had experienced bill shock 
from an overseas trip. Secondly, I need more GB because at my workplace, there is an issue with the 
wi-fi. I use a lot of VRS there at work. Thirdly, also I had to use my data more carefully, always 
checking to make sure not to go over and over the limit. Fourth one, the contract language as I read the 
paper is not clear and should be explained more clearly so I would not be fooled into wasting my money. 
It should not be confusing and show more clarity on roaming options. So next time, if I travel, I would 
know what to do. The videos in American Sign language and language in French-Quebecois needs to be 
consistent in explaining vocabulary to be used in contracts, negotiations with phone companies, front 
desk customer service and once in a while, need interpreters. So less frustration, Deaf have enough and 
we can use our phones best for everyday use without constant worrying to add on stress that we don’t 
need. Thank you very much. 
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https://youtu.be/jnoMOX6WQMY


Guennadi Kamaev’s public forum commentary transcript (ASL Video). 

Video Start 

0.00 - 0.06: Hello CRTC, I’m deaf, and have used a wireless phone (iPhone) to text for many years.  

0.07 - 0.17: I’m paying only $20 per month , but that’s with voice calling. I’m disappointed that I don’t 
have any power to remove the voice portion because the package includes voice plus texting. 

0.20 - 0.29: Hearing people have unlimited voice calling and they can take many hours  on the phone, 
where is the functional equivalency for deaf consumers? Where’s the equality? 

0.30 - 0.45 : Please provide the deaf community high quality, no limited data for video calling instead of 
voice on cell phone. That’s fair. Thank you for your support. 

Video End 
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Lisa Anderson-Kellett’s public forum commentary transcript, as provided by Mrs. 
Anderson-Kellett (ASL Video). 

-fade in - 

text appearing on black background:  

“re: Wireless Code Review  
CRTC TNC 2016-293 

Phase Two - ends Feb 20, 2017 
Public Online Forum 

Disclaimer:  

This is a personal view from my life experience, and in no way represents any organization. I share my 
wireless issues as a Deaf Canadian citizen.” 

 
“Hello CRTC, my name is Lisa Anderson-Kellett from British Columbia. (SUBTITLE: “Please get 
interpreters to translate the rest, thank you.”) Thank you for allowing Deaf, Hard of Hearing and 
Deaf-Blind Canadians express in either ASL or LSQ for the #WirelessCode (public forum). I feel 
comfortable to express freely in sign language; I want to explain my feedback about the #WirelessCode 
Review and share my personal experience and introspection into all things wireless. 
  
Does my current mobile plan fit my needs with daily video communications, the answer is no. It is truly 
frustrating (SUBTITLE: Must be nice for hearing people to have unlimited voice minutes for phone 
calls) to see and observe how hearing people, how lucky they are, to be able to talk, talk and talk 
anytime, anywhere on the unlimited wireless voice packages or plans, what about us? Where is the equal 
wireless packages available communication for Deaf people like me, who use video communications 
daily? (SUBTITLE: Where is my equal to these voice minutes for my video calls?) They have unlimited 
minutes of voice packages, what about us Deaf people with limited plans for video communications? 
There are limits on us for our communication. This is not fair, not equal. 
  
In real life, I do have to go to for example, coffee shops, malls, library or home to use wifi to save and 
“not touch” my data usage levels. I use this WiFi connection for making my video calls. (SUBTITLE: 
WiFi does not always guarantee a good clear video conversation) And even with the WiFi, it does not 
always guarantee a good clear video connection, so what I must do in order to get clear video 
communications, I have to switch to LTE data connection and usage to get this clear video to be able to 
carry on the video communication. The LTE data connection provides more clear communication but it 
doesn’t help with my anxiety and worry about my data limits per month. Is this fair? Not. SUBTITLE: 
Sometimes I have to switch to LTE data usage for clear video communications.” 
  
The apps that I usually use for video communications are listed as: Glide, Skype, Facetime, CanVRS, 
Facebook inbox Messenger. I would like the freedom to use all of these apps with no limits same as the 
hearing people have unlimited voice. I don’t want to have more bill shock with my monthly data plan 
costs just because of my communication needs with video calling. (SUBTITLE: No bill shock for ASL 
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& LSQ users, it is our everyday communication!) We need unlimited data plans (SUBTITLE: Unlimited 
data for ASL & LSQ wireless customers)with no throttling (SUBTITLE: No throttling for ASL & LSQ 
wireless customers) and causing blurry video communications. Please, no overage data penalties or fees. 
(SUBTITLE:NO over the data fees ($0) for ASL & LSQ users.) I would like to see fairness for all 
Canadians. 
  
Please support our community’s video communication needs by providing unlimited data plans with fair 
and affordable pricing. 
  

Thank you CRTC, for listening.  
(SUBTITLE: Thank you CRTC, for listening (with your eyes)). *smiles*. 

  
- fade out - 
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Michael J. Stewart’s public forum commentary transcript as provided by Mr. 
Stewart (ASL Video). 

video length: 1:58 minutes 

Hi CRTC my name is Michael Joseph - MJ for short - last name is Stewart. I'm from Fredericton, New 
Brunswick. I would like to discuss about Wireless Review Code so I'd like to express about my 
experience regarding mobile for the last 10 years, from age 18 to 28 (now). Every time I get a new  

contract, I'd ask the WSP to please remove the voice package from my contract. They'd respond this 
every time, every SINGLE TIME, saying that they couldn't do anything about it. (shoulders shrugging) 
So basically this means that for the last 10 YEARS I have pretty much been paying for almost half for a 
voice plan that I do not even use.  

(LOOK OF AMAZEMENT, GASPS) 

Obviously, this needs to change. So... (sighs) I want to have unlimited data plan so I can use video relay 
service on my mobile to chat with public. It is the same for hearing people who pays for their minutes, 
same for deaf people, we can pay for our minutes through the use of video relay service because that is 
our communication method. 

Thanks for listening. Have a good day. 

Michael Joseph 
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https://youtu.be/YdYu5j_N66Q


Nataly Malka’s public forum commentary transcript (ASL Video). 

DWCC's post on CRTC's online discussion forum here. 

Hello, I’m Nataly Malka. I’m here to give my feedback on CRTC’s Review of the Wireless Code, with 
respect to how we can better provide communication access to the Deaf. 

I’d like to share my experience as someone who’s had 30 years’ experience in telecommunications, and 
has worked with governments on different levels, including the consideration of different structures to 
provide better financial support for disability rights. 

As you know, Deaf people typically pay taxes on their mobile phone bills, home phones, and internet. 
I’ve figured out a rough average – let’s say $30 CAD in taxes paid a month – times the total number of 
Deaf and Hard of Hearing people in Canada, which is about 3.5 million people, comes out to 
approximately $105,000,000 CAD/month. I think it important to note that that tremendous amount of 
money should be directed towards communication access for the Deaf, because as it stands today Deaf 
people are paying taxes and not receiving equal and fair rights/access under the law. Hearing people are 
able to make phone calls when and where and how they want to, while Deaf people suffer limitations for 
a whole host of reasons. Many Deaf people are embarrassed to text because of their limited English, 
whether because they’re foreigners or because they struggled with education, or because they don’t 
know how to express themselves. 

Sign Language is our first language. I think it’s important to have unlimited data, period, so that we can 
express ourselves freely in our first language. Hearing people have unlimited minutes; Deaf people 
should therefore have the same opportunity at the same price range. Again, hearing people receive the 
full set of services they need while Deaf people experience limitations everywhere they go. And I don’t 
believe government should take their time considering this, especially because the Deaf community 
continues to pay taxes – the fix in this respect should be immediate. 

I note that this is not a “preference” for the Deaf community. This is not a question of comfort. This is a 
requirement to function correctly in our modern world. People today are fighting for all kinds of things, 
such as the right for women to be topless in public, and western governments are listening – but these 
sorts of things are preferential, are grounded in feeling. We don’t need communication access to ‘feel’ a 
certain way, we need communication access because it is a means to living, to having a job and being in 
touch with family and being safe and reaching out in the event of emergency. I hope you understand 
how critical it is to provide this service and change the laws to accommodate Deaf needs. Thank you 
very much. 
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https://youtu.be/gqH3GmQsmks
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Tatiana Kamaeva’s public forum commentary transcript (ASL Video). 

DWCC's post on CRTC's online discussion forum here. 

Hello, my name is Tatiana Kamaeva. This message is to CRTC about the Wireless Code. I'd like to 
explain about my barrier and frustrations with mobile. I have 2 GB from Rogers on deaf plan. I feel the 
plan is not fair because there is not enough GB to communicate in sign language via video connection. I 
have two children who are deaf and we are a deaf family. Most of us use Glide, FaceTime, or Skype to 
communicate in sign language because it is the language used in our deaf community. 
  
I have encountered barrier in hospital recently. Hospital provided me access to WiFi which is great but 
the connection wasn't very good because of walls around me, which made the WiFi signal weak. Video 
quality was poor and experienced repeat disconnections. This force me to use mobile LTE data instead, 
which made it stressful for me because I worry about the over usage charges. I can see a hearing person 
across the room from me talking on their phone to communicate. How is this fair to deaf? At (children) 
schools, they do not provide WiFi because of security reasons; how can I communicate with teacher 
using VRI? At work, there's no WiFi as well for security reasons too; my hearing coworkers tend to 
make their phone calls using their mobile during break times (e.g. lunch). I am unable to do the same 
myself. How is this fair to deaf? Deaf suffer so please provide deaf community unlimited high speed 
with quality video without throttle; and at an affordable price. Thank you. 
 

 

 

 

- End Document - 
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https://youtu.be/Q0u2Erp69uk
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